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Rice & Rice Fine Furniture was founded by 
Miles Jason Rice with the vision to create 
timeless yet unexpected pieces of design 
furniture, created with honesty and 
appreciation for the material, the crafts 
and the design. 

Following in the footsteps of the artisan-craftsmen of the British isles, Miles is a self-taught furniture designer, 
whose mantra is: "You cannot teach passion." This allows Miles to take inspiration from traditional designs and 
manufacturing processes, whilst allowing him to push far beyond these to create his very own visual language. 

The first major series of works designed by Miles was a collection of coffee and dining tables design that is 
pushing the boundaries not only of craftsmanship but also of table design. This collection clearly shows the key 
sources of inspiration for Miles. He draws inspiration from the beauty and specific properties of the materials. 
Equally important as a source of inspiration is modern architecture and art, especially installations and 
sculptures that play with the characteristics of the materials. Thirdly, Miles is a strong admirer of 
craftsmanship, working with selected masters of their crafts to develop and produce his designs. These very 
different sources of inspiration create a fusion of craftsmanship, the beauty of the material and creativity. 

The unique design of the Sculptura dining table was recognized at the 2019 Best Of Year awards of the Interior 
Design magazine, one of the most prestigious awards in interior and furniture design, as an Honoree. 
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Dining Tables 



   

  

 Augusta Dining Table 

The Augusta reinterprets the classic dining table. Representing the generations before us, the design 

seems to grow from an invisible root. The table legs are oriented to this common core, reaching up to hold 

the book-matched tabletop. Solid European walnut wood was selected for its meaning of wisdom and 

growth. We use wood usually discarded by furniture makers for its challenges to work with. The knots, the 

cracks, the wind shakes and the unique swirls tell the story of the tree´s life. We showcase the 

uniqueness of the wood to let this story live on in a piece of family heirloom furniture.  

The new is always built upon the past. 



Dimensions 

71"W x 35"D x  30“H / 1.8mW x 0.9mD x 0.75mH  

 

 

 

Materials 

European Walnut 

 

Finishes 

Oiled (linseed-based oil) 

High-shine varnish 

 Tabletop Options 

Book-matched (4 planks)  

Non-book-matched (4 planks) 

Custom sizes, woods and finishes are available. Please request a price quotation. 

  

 Augusta Dining Table 

   

Custom Orders



The Chester combines luxury with a grounding sense of nature. Like marble, wood has truly unique 

markings. These markings tell the story of the tree they have been cut from. It is the story of seasons 

changing, storms and other events in the lifetime of the tree, which make each table a one of a kind piece. 

The Chester is a celebration of the natural beauty of the material, combined with a unique design taking 

references from architecture and finished to the highest levels of craftsmanship.  

In a hospitality as well as in a residential setting the Chester welcomes guests with a design that is 

creating a refined lightness and grounding calmness at the same time. The rich and elegant look of the 

natural material gives a sense of home, of a family heirloom piece that has been built to last.  

   

  

 Chester Dining/Centre Table 



Custom Orders

Dimensions 

59"W x 59"D x 30“H / 1.5mW x 1.5mD x 0.75mH 

63"W x 63"D x 30“H / 1.6mW x 1.6mD x 0.75mH 

67"W x 67"D x 30“H / 1.7mW x 1.7mD x 0.75mH 

71"W x 71"D x 30“H / 1.8mW x 1.8mD x 0.75mH 

 

Materials 

American Walnut  

European Walnut 

Ash 

Oak  

European Cherry 

Finishes 

Oiled 

High-shine varnish 

Whitened (Ash) 

Tabletop Options 

Book-matched (6 planks) 

Non-book-matched (6 planks) 

Custom sizes, woods and finishes are available. Please request a price quotation. 

  

 Chester Dining/Centre Table 

   



  

 Chester Royal (limited edition) 

The Chester Royal is part of the Royal Collection, which was created to bring one of the most prestigious and 

luxurious crafts, gold-gilding, to the home and to hospitality settings. 

Gold-gilding has been used for centuries 

for sculptures, decorative objects and 

architectural features to show power 

and wealth. Gold is the symbol of 

influence and prosperity across the 

globe. For the Royal Collection, thin 

leaves of 23.5-carat gold are applied to 

the table legs of our Sculptura Chester 

dining/centre table. Due to its 

exclusivity, the Royal Collection is limited 

to 10 pieces of each design.  

   



For the Royal Collection, Rice & Rice Fine Furniture is working with some true masters of their trade. 

Master carpenters have been specially selected to deliver the best quality possible when creating the 

tabletops from book-matched American walnut and when sculpting the table legs by hand. Sculpted wood 

has been traditionally used to create decorative objects and sculptures. Oftentimes, these were later on 

gold-gilded to create a more regal and glorious impression. The Royal Collection combines these 2 crafts to 

create stand-out pieces of furniture that are elegant decorative objects in their own right whilst being 

fully functional as pieces of furniture.  

Gold leaf gilding is a time-intensive process that requires true mastership and dedication. In a multi-step 

process thin leaves of 23.5-carat gold are expertly applied by hand. The warm shine and colour of gold leaf 

gilding remain unmatched by other methods of gilding. 

  

 Chester Royal (limited edition) 

   



  

 Chester Royal (limited edition) 

   

Dimensions 

59"W x 59"D x 30“H / 1.5mW x 1.5mD x 0.75mH 

Tabletop Finish 

High-shine varnish 

 
Tabletop Design 

Book-matched (6 planks) 

 



  

 Illuminous Dining Table—Long  

The Illuminous long dining table is part of a collection, 

which takes name from the hand-crafted brass table 

legs that seem to glow from within. This is achieved 

through light shining through a cut-out in the marble 

tabletop. The material properties of the brass allow 

the light to reflect and shine through the opposite 

table legs, creating a halo effect at the base of the 

table, also made from marble. The tabletop and the 

foot of the table feature a brass edge to visually 

marry the different segments of the table.  

For the Illuminous Collection, some of the most 

beautiful and rich types of marble were selected to 

complement the glow and the material properties of 

the brass, Noir St Laurent marble, Nero Marquina 

marble and Black & Gold marble. 

   



  

 Illuminous Dining Table—Long  

   

Dimensions 

106“ (W) x 39“ (D) x 30“ (H) / 2.7m (W) x 1.0m (D) x 0.75m (H) 

 

Finishes for Brass 

High-shine varnish 

Brushed 

Bronzed 

Tabletop Materials 

Nero Marquina marble 

Noir St Laurent marble 

Black and Gold marble 



  

 Illuminous Dining Table—Round  

The Illuminous round dining table is part of a 

collection, which takes name from the hand-crafted 

brass table legs that seem to glow from within. This is 

achieved through light shining through a cut-out in 

the marble tabletop. The material properties of the 

brass allow the light to reflect and shine through the 

opposite table legs, creating a halo effect at the base 

of the table, also made from marble. The tabletop and 

the foot of the table feature a brass edge to visually 

marry the different segments of the table.  

For the Illuminous Collection, some of the most 

beautiful and rich types of marble were selected to 

complement the glow and the material properties of 

the brass, Noir St Laurent marble, Nero Marquina 

marble and Black & Gold marble. 

   

  

 Illuminous Dining Table—Round  



Dimensions 

59“ (W) x 59“ (D) x 30“ (H) / 1.5m (W) x 1.5m 

(D) x 0.75m (H) 

Tabletop Materials 

Nero Marquina marble 

Noir St Laurent marble 

Black and Gold marble 

  

 Illuminous Dining Table—Round  

   

Finishes for Brass 

High-shine varnish 

Brushed 

Bronzed 



   

  

 Ræran Dining Table 

The Ræran dining table is a new take on the 

classic 4-legged rectangular dining table. The 

name stems from the old-English word for 

raise, set upright or begin. The hand-sculpted 

table legs are rising up diagonally to carry the 

book-matched tabletop. The traditional craft of 

book-matching is usually found in the veneer 

of high-quality antiques. For the Ræran solid 

wood has been book-matched to create the 

elongated tabletop shape. The lines of the 

Ræran are sleek and long, creating a modern, 

yet classic look.  



Dimensions 

79"W x 31"D x  30“H / 2.0mW x 0.8mD x 0.75mH  

118"W x 35"D x  30“H / 3.0mW x 0.9mD x 0.75mH  

Materials 

American Walnut 

European Walnut 

Ash 

Oak 

European Cherry 

Finishes 

Oiled 

High-shine varnish 

Whitened (ash) 

Tabletop Options 

Book-matched (4 planks)  

Non-book-matched (4 planks) 

Custom sizes, woods and finishes are available. Please request a price quotation. 

  

 Ræran Dining Table 

   

Custom Orders



The Sachsen dining table features an architectural design. The table legs are hand-sculpted from solid 

wood and are elevating the book-matched tabletop, similar to the elevation seen in architecture, such as 

in exposed ceiling vaults. 

The Sachsen dining table represents our family ties, as both our English and our German part of the family 

are from regions heavily influenced by the family of Saxe(Sachsen)-Coburg and Gotha, the reigning British 

Royal family. 

Our business could not have been created if it wasn't for the support and inspiration of our family. To 

honour this strong bond and commitment, we named the company Rice & Rice Fine Furniture and are 

showing our appreciation in the Sachsen dining table. 

   

  

 Sachsen Dining Table 



Dimensions 

98"W x 43"D x  30“H / 2.5mW x 1mD x 0.75mH  

 

 

 

Materials 

American Walnut  

European Walnut 

Ash 

Oak  

European Cherry 

Finishes 

Oiled 

High-shine varnish 

Whitened (Ash) Tabletop Options 

Book-matched (4 planks)  

Book-matched (4 planks) + accent plank 

Non-book-matched (4 planks) 

Custom sizes, woods and finishes are available. Please request a price quotation. 

  

 Sachsen Dining Table 

   

Custom Orders



Sculptura is non-conformist at its core. Its beautiful hand-sculpted curves and streamlined shape make it 

a sophisticated piece of art. The crafting of each table requires 2 very specific skills, the traditional book-

matching technique for the tabletop and sculptural carving for the table legs. This also gives this 

unconventional dining table its name.  

   

  

 Sculptura Dining Table 



Custom Orders

Dimensions 

114"W x 35"D x 30“H / 2.9mW x 0.9mD x 0.75mH  

118"W x 35"D x 30“H / 3.0mW x 0.9mD x 0.75mH  

122"W x 35"D x 30“H / 3.1mW x 0.9mD x 0.75mH  

126"W x 39"D x 30“H / 3.2mW x 1.0mD x 0.75mH 

130"W x 42"D x 30“H / 3.3mW x 1.1mD x 0.75mH 

134"W x 42"D x 30“H / 3.4mW x 1.1mD x 0.75mH 

138"W x 42"D x 30“H / 3.5mW x 1.1mD x 0.75mH 

Materials 

American Walnut  

European Walnut 

Ash 

Oak  

European Cherry 

Finishes 

Oiled 

High-shine varnish 

Whitened (Ash) 

Tabletop Options 

Book-matched (4 planks) 

Non-book-matched (4 planks) 

Non-book-matched (5 planks) 

Custom sizes, woods and finishes are available. Please request a price quotation. 

  

 Sculptura Dining Table 

   



  

 Sculptura Royal (limited edition) 

The Sculptura Royal is part of the Royal Collection, which was created to bring one of the most prestigious and 

luxurious crafts, gold-gilding, to the home. 

Gold-gilding has been used for centuries for 

sculptures, decorative objects and 

architectural features to show power and 

wealth. Gold is the symbol of influence and 

prosperity across the globe. For the Royal 

Collection, thin leaves of 23.5-carat gold are 

applied to the table legs of our Sculptura 

dining table. Due to its exclusivity, the Royal 

Collection is limited to 10 pieces of each 

design.  

   



For the Royal Collection, Rice & Rice Fine Furniture is working with some true masters of their trade. Master 

carpenters have been specially selected to deliver the best quality possible when creating the tabletops 

from book-matched American walnut and when sculpting the table legs by hand. Sculpted wood has been 

traditionally used to create decorative objects and sculptures. Oftentimes, these were later on gold-gilded 

to create a more regal and glorious impression. The Royal Collection combines these 2 crafts to create 

stand-out pieces of furniture that are elegant decorative objects in their own right whilst being fully 

functional as pieces of furniture.  

Gold leaf gilding is a time-intensive process that requires true mastership and dedication. In a multi-step 

process thin leaves of 23.5-carat gold are expertly applied by hand. The warm shine and colour of gold leaf 

gilding remain unmatched by other methods of gilding. 

  

 Sculptura Royal (limited edition) 

   



  

 Sculptura Royal (limited edition) 

   

Dimensions 

138"W x 39"D x 30“H / 3.5mW x 1.0mD x 0.75mH 

Tabletop Finish 

High-shine varnish 

Tabletop Design 

Book-matched (4 planks) 

 



Centre Tables 



The Chester combines luxury with a grounding sense of nature. Like marble, wood has truly unique 

markings. These markings tell the story of the tree they have been cut from. It is the story of seasons 

changing, storms and other events in the lifetime of the tree, which make each table a one of a kind piece. 

The Chester is a celebration of the natural beauty of the material, combined with a unique design taking 

references from architecture and finished to the highest levels of craftsmanship.  

In a hospitality as well as in a residential setting the Chester welcomes guests with a design that is 

creating a refined lightness and grounding calmness at the same time. The rich and elegant look of the 

natural material gives a sense of home, of a family heirloom piece that has been built to last.  

   

  

 Chester Dining/Centre Table 



Custom Orders

Dimensions 

59"W x 59"D x 30“H / 1.5mW x 1.5mD x 0.75mH 

63"W x 63"D x 30“H / 1.6mW x 1.6mD x 0.75mH 

67"W x 67"D x 30“H / 1.7mW x 1.7mD x 0.75mH 

71"W x 71"D x 30“H / 1.8mW x 1.8mD x 0.75mH 

 

Materials 

American Walnut  

European Walnut 

Ash 

Oak  

European Cherry 

Finishes 

Oiled 

High-shine varnish 

Whitened (Ash) 

Tabletop Options 

Book-matched (6 planks) 

Non-book-matched (6 planks) 

Custom sizes, woods and finishes are available. Please request a price quotation. 

  

 Chester Dining/Centre Table 

   



  

 Chester Royal (limited edition) 

The Chester Royal is part of the Royal Collection, which was created to bring one of the most prestigious and 

luxurious crafts, gold-gilding, to the home and to hospitality settings. 

Gold-gilding has been used for centuries 

for sculptures, decorative objects and 

architectural features to show power 

and wealth. Gold is the symbol of 

influence and prosperity across the 

globe. For the Royal Collection, thin 

leaves of 23.5-carat gold are applied to 

the table legs of our Sculptura Chester 

dining/centre table. Due to its 

exclusivity, the Royal Collection is 

limited to 10 pieces of each design.  

   



For the Royal Collection, Rice & Rice Fine Furniture is working with some true masters of their trade. Master 

carpenters have been specially selected to deliver the best quality possible when creating the tabletops 

from book-matched American walnut and when sculpting the table legs by hand. Sculpted wood has been 

traditionally used to create decorative objects and sculptures. Oftentimes, these were later on gold-gilded 

to create a more regal and glorious impression. The Royal Collection combines these 2 crafts to create 

stand-out pieces of furniture that are elegant decorative objects in their own right whilst being fully 

functional as pieces of furniture.  

Gold leaf gilding is a time-intensive process that requires true mastership and dedication. In a multi-step 

process thin leaves of 23.5-carat gold are expertly applied by hand. The warm shine and colour of gold leaf 

gilding remain unmatched by other methods of gilding. 

  

 Chester Royal (limited edition) 

   



  

 Chester Royal (limited edition) 

   

Dimensions 

59"W x 59"D x 30“H / 1.5mW x 1.5mD x 0.75mH 

Tabletop Finish 

High-shine varnish 

 
Tabletop Design 

Book-matched (6 planks) 

 



  

 Illuminous Centre Table 

The Illuminous centre table is part of a collection, 

which takes its name from the hand-crafted brass 

table legs that seem to glow from within. This is 

achieved through light shining through a cut-out in 

the marble tabletop. The material properties of the 

brass allow the light to reflect and shine through the 

opposite table legs, creating a halo effect at the base 

of the table, also made from marble. The tabletop and 

the foot of the table feature a brass edge to visually 

marry the different segments of the table.  

For the Illuminous Collection, some of the most 

beautiful and rich types of marble were selected to 

complement the glow and the material properties of 

the brass, Noir St Laurent marble, Nero Marquina 

marble and Black & Gold marble. 

   



   

  

 Illuminous Centre Table 

Dimensions 

51“ (W) x 51“ (D) x 31“ (H to tabletop)/ 37“ (H incl glass 

dome) / 1.3m (W) x 1.3m (D) x 0.8m (H to tabletop)/ 

0.95m (H incl glass dome) 

Finishes for Brass 

High-shine varnish 

Brushed 

Bronzed 

Tabletop Materials 

Nero Marquina marble 

Noir St Laurent marble 

Black and Gold marble 



Coffee / Cocktail Tables 



As if grown from a tree with bark of pure gold, the 

Mirar coffee table celebrates the brilliance and 

the allure of nature. The 2 pieces of richly 

featured American walnut hardwood, cut from the 

same tree are joint again to create the book-

matched tabletop. Like the wings of a butterfly, 

the book-matched tabletop creates the illusion of 

a mirrored image. Craftsmanship and dedication, 

as displayed in the intricate bow tie inlays and the 

23.5-carat gold-leaf-gilding, are applied to 

enhance the intricate details of the wood and to 

celebrate the tree´s unique story.  

   

  

 Mirar Coffee/Cocktail Table 



Custom Orders

Dimensions 

59"W x 33"D x 18“H / 1.5mW x 0.85mD x 0.45mH 

 

 

 

 

Materials 

American Walnut  

European Walnut 

Ash 

Oak  

European Cherry 

Finishes 

Oiled 

High-shine varnish 

Whitened (Ash) 

Tabletop Options 

Book-matched (2 planks) 

 

Custom sizes, woods and finishes are available. Please request a price quotation. 

  

 Mirar Coffee/Cocktail Table 

   



  

 Winchester Coffee/Cocktail Table 

The beauty of the wood and the sculptural design form a harmonic synergy. Taking its inspiration from 

Winchester Cathedral´s Gothic architecture, the Winchester coffee table features hand-sculpted wooden legs, 

crafted with care and dedication. This table design is both, classic and modern at the same time. The tabletop 

features a book-match or a double book-match design, depending on the table size. This is not only pleasing 

for the eye but also draws attention to the natural grain of the wood. 

 The Winchester is available in a hexagonal shape with 4 legs or as a round coffee table with 3 legs. 

   



Dimensions 

Round: 47"W x 47"D x 17“H / 1.2mW x 1.2mD x 0.42mH 

Hexagonal: 47"W x 30"D x 17“H / 1.2mW x 0.75mD x 0.42mH 

  

 Winchester Coffee/Cocktail Table 

Custom Orders

Materials 

American Walnut  

Maple 

Ash 

Oak  

European Cherry 

Tabletop Options 

Round: Book-matched (4 planks)  

Hexagonal: Book-matched (2 planks) 

Not book-matched 

Custom sizes, woods and finishes are available. Please request a price quotation. 

   

Finishes 

Oiled 

High-shine varnish 

Whitened (Ash) 

23.5 carat gold—gold leaf-gilded (legs) 



Console Tables 



  

 Chester Console Table 

The Chester collection combines luxury with a grounding sense of nature. Like marble, wood has truly 

unique markings. These markings tell the story of the tree they have been cut from. It is the story of 

seasons changing, storms and other events in the lifetime of the tree, which make each table a one of a 

kind piece. The Chester collection is a celebration of the natural beauty of the material, combined with a 

unique design taking references from architecture and finished to the highest levels of craftsmanship.   

The Chester is now also available as a console table to create a welcoming impression to the entrance hall 

of your home.  

   



Dimensions 

59"W x 30"D x 30“H / 1.5mW x 0.75mD x 0.75mH 

 

 

 

 

Tabletop Options 

Non-book-matched (3 planks) 

 

  

 Chester Console Table 

Custom Orders

Dimensions 

59"W x 30"D x 30“H / 1.5mW x 0.75mD x 0.75mH 

 

Materials 

American Walnut  

European Walnut 

Ash 

Oak  

European Cherry 

Finishes 

Oiled 

High-shine varnish 

Whitened (Ash) 

Custom sizes, woods and finishes are available. Please request a price quotation. 

   


